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ABSTRACT

e present a speaker-independent, continuous-speech recog-

(
nition system based on a hybrid multilayer perceptron
MLP)/hidden Markov model (HMM). The system com-

e
bines the advantages of both approaches by using MLPs to
stimate the state-dependent observation probabilities of an

e
p
HMM. New MLP architectures and training procedures ar
resented that allow the modeling of multiple distributions

.
C
for phonetic classes and context-dependent phonetic classes

omparisons with a pure HMM system illustrate advantages

n
of the hybrid approach both in recognition accuracy and in
umber of parameters required.

N

H

1. INTRODUCTIO

idden Markov models (HMMs) are used in most state-of-

a
the-art continuous-speech recognition systems. This
pproach is limited by the need for strong statistical assump-

u
tions that are unlikely to be valid for speech. Techniques
sing multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) for probability estima-

a
tion have recently been introduced [1], which reduce the
ssumption of independence for multifeature probability

y
e
computation. Additional advantages of MLP probabilit
stimation include the inherently discriminant nature of the

l
training algorithm and the distributed representation, which
eads to efficient use of the available parameters. When

r
o
applied to speech, this results in a reduction of the numbe
f parameters needed for detailed phonetic modeling as a

p
result of increased sharing of model parameters between
honetic classes.

Pure MLP-based approaches have not previously been
-

t
demonstrated to function well for continuous-speech recogni
ion because of the need for accurate segmentation of the

-
w
speech signal. HMMs, on the other hand, provide a frame

ork for simultaneous segmentation and classification of
-

t
speech, which has been demonstrated to be useful for con
inuous recognition. Previous work by Morgan and Bourlard

d
H
[1] has shown theoretically and practically that MLPs an

MMs can be combined by using MLPs for the estimation
,

t
of the HMM state-dependent observation probabilities
hereby exploiting the advantages of both approaches.

-
t

We have incorporated MLP-based probability estima
ion techniques into the HMM-based SRI-DECIPHER (TM)

,
c
system, which is a state-of-the-art, speaker-independent
ontinuous-speech recognition system. In this paper we

t
describe the initial baseline DECIPHER (TM) system and
he approach for integrating MLP-based estimation tech-

niques; present a number of new techniques developed to

allow the modeling of multiple distributions for phonetic

t
classes and context-dependent phonetic classes; and show
he results of recognition experiments for the systems

e
described. Abrash et al. [2] and Konig et al. [3] have
xtended the system presented here to the modeling of

long-term speech consistencies.

2. HYBRID MLP/HMM

T

2.1 The DECIPHER (TM) System

he baseline system into which we incorporated MLP proba-

p
bility estimation is the SRI-DECIPHER (TM) system, a
hone-based, speaker-independent, continuous-speech recog-

-
t
nition system, based on semicontinuous (tied Gaussian mix
ure) HMMs [4]. The system extracts four features from the

,
l
input speech waveform, including 12th-order mel cepstrum
og energy, and their smoothed derivatives. The front end

h
1
produces the 26 coefficients for these four features for eac
0-ms frame of speech.

Training of the phonetic models is based on
d

a
maximum-likelihood estimation using the forward-backwar
lgorithm [5]. Most of the phonetic models in DECIPHER

n
a
(TM) have three states, each state having a self transitio
nd a transition to the following state. A small number of

-
t
phone models have two states, to allow for short realiza
ions.

High recognition performance with HMM systems

c
generally requires context-dependent phonetic models. The
ontext-dependent version of the DECIPHER (TM) system

t
d
uses phone models trained at a variety of levels of contex
ependence (in addition to context-independent models),

p
including word-specific phone, triphone, generalized tri-
hone, cross-word triphone (constrained to connect to

t
a
appropriate contexts in preceding or following words), lef
nd right biphone, and generalized biphone. Models condi-

m
tioned by more specific contexts are linearly smoothed with

ore general models using the deleted interpolation algo-

s
rithm [6] in order to maintain robustness even in highly
pecific contexts where few training data are available.

-
b

In DECIPHER (TM) words are represented as proba
ilistic networks of phone models, specifying multiple

-
c
pronunciations. These networks are generated by the appli
ation of phonological rules to baseform pronunciations for

e
each word. To limit the number of parameters that must be
stimated, phonological rules are chosen based on measures

-
t
of coverage and overcoverage of a database of pronuncia
ions. This process results in networks that maximize the

-coverage of observed pronunciations while minimizing net



t
work size. Probabilities of pronunciations are estimated by

- 2 -

he forward-backward algorithm at the same time the
f

t
phonetic models are trained, after tying together instances o
he same phonological process in different words. Phono-

i
logical rules can be specified to apply across words, adding
nitial or final arcs that are constrained to connect only to

-
i
arcs fulfilling the context of the rules. Phonological model
ng in the DECIPHER (TM) system is described in detail by

Cohen [7].

Recognition uses the Viterbi algorithm [5] to find the
s

t
HMM state sequence (corresponding to a sentence) that ha
he highest probability of generating the observed acoustic

2

sequence.

.2 Incorporating MLPs into DECIPHER

s
(
The hybrid MLP/HMM DECIPHER (TM) system substitute
scaled) probability estimates computed with MLPs for the

d
tied-mixture HMM state-dependent observation probability
ensities. No changes are made in the topology of the

HMM system.

The initial hybrid system used an MLP to compute
e

c
context-independent phonetic probabilities for the 69 phon
lasses in the DECIPHER (TM) system. Separate probabili-

m
ties were not computed for the different states of phone

odels. During the Viterbi recognition search, the probabil-
,ity of acoustic vector given the phone classY qj

t

t

j , is required for each HMM state. Since MLPs
c
P (Y e q )
an compute Bayesian posterior probabilities, we compute

the required HMM probabilities using

(1)
j t t

j
P t j(Y e q ) =

P (q )

P (q e Y )P (Y )hhhhhhhhhhhhh .

P (q e Y )j tThe factor is the posterior probability of phone
-class given the input vector at time . This is comq Y t

p
j

uted by a back-propagation-trained [8] three-layer feed-
forward MLP. is the prior probability of phone classP (q )

j

j
and is estimated by counting class occurrences in theq

P (Y )t l
s
examples used to train the MLP. is common to al
tates for any given time frame, and can therefore be dis-

t
carded in the Viterbi computation, since it will not change
he optimal state sequence used to get the recognized string.

9
f

The MLP has an input layer of 234 units, spanning
rames (with 26 coefficients for each) of cepstra, delta-

t
cepstra, log-energy, and delta-log-energy that are normalized
o have zero mean and unit variance. The hidden layer has

c
1,000 units, and the output layer has 69 units, one for each
ontext-independent phonetic class in the DECIPHER (TM)

-
m
system. Both the hidden and output layers consist of sig

oidal units.

The MLP is trained to estimate , where qP (q e Y ) jj t
t

w
is the class associated with the middle frame of the inpu

indow. Stochastic gradient descent is used. The training
-

o
signal is provided by the HMM DECIPHER system previ
usly trained by the forward-backward algorithm. Forced

r
e
Viterbi alignments (alignments to the known word string) fo
very training sentence provide phone labels, among 69

s
d
classes, for every frame of speech. The target distribution i
efined as 1 for the index corresponding to the phone class

e
label and 0 for the other classes. A minimum relative
ntropy between posterior target distribution and posterior

t
output distribution is used as a training criterion. With this
raining criterion and target distribution, assuming enough

parameters in the MLP, enough training data, and that the

o
training does not get stuck in a local minimum, the MLP
utputs will approximate the posterior class probabilities

tj [1]. Frame classification on an independentP (q e Y )
cross-validation set is used to control the learning rate and to

g
r
decide when to stop training as in [9]. The initial learnin
ate is kept constant until cross-validation performance

increases less than 0.5%, after which it is reduced as 1/2n

until performance increases no further.

3. MULTIPLE PHONETIC DISTRIBUTIONS

-
t
Experience with HMM-based systems has shown the impor
ance of modeling phonetic units with a sequence of distri-

c
butions rather than a single one. This allows the model to
apture some of the dynamics of phonetic segments. SRI’s

s
DECIPHER (TM) system models most phones with a
equence of three HMM states. Our initial hybrid system,

u
described in Section 2.2, used an MLP with a single output
nit for each phone class. For any particular HMM phone

f
t
model considered during the Viterbi search, the activation o
he output unit corresponding to phone class would beqj

P j t(q e Y )used as for all states of the phone model for
phone class .qj

Our initial attempt to extend the hybrid system to the
e

i
modeling of a sequence of distributions for each phon
nvolved increasing the number of output units from 69

o
t
(corresponding to phone classes) to 200 (corresponding t
he states of the HMM phone models). This resulted in an

.
E
increase in word-recognition error rate by almost 30%

xperiments at ICSI had a similar result [9]. The higher
f

t
error rate seemed to be due to the discriminative nature o
he MLP training algorithm. The new MLP, with 200 output

,
c
units, was attempting to discriminate subphonetic classes
orresponding to HMM states. As a result, the MLP was

-
t
attempting to discriminate into separate classes acoustic vec
ors that corresponded to the same phone and, in many

t
H
cases, were very similar but were aligned with differen

MM states. There were likely to have been many cases in
d

a
which almost identical acoustic training vectors were labele
s a positive example in one instance and a negative exam-

l
ple in another for the same output class. The appropriate
evel at which to train discrimination is likely to be the level

s
of the phone (or higher) rather than the subphonetic HMM-
tate level (to which these outputs units correspond).

a
s

The reason multiple-state models did not cause
imilar problem for HMMs is that the standard HMM train-

,
w
ing procedure is based on maximum-likelihood estimation

hich uses each data point to update the density model of
,

s
the class it has been assigned to. Discriminative training
uch as the MLP training procedure described above,

d
focuses on modeling the boundaries between classes. In
iscriminative training, for each data point, the parameters

s
a
are adjusted to increase the probability of the correct clas
nd decrease the probability of the incorrect class.

s
t

We have developed a new MLP architecture that use
hree separate output layers, corresponding to the three states

u
of HMM phone models. Each output layer consists of 69
nits, one for each phonetic class. During training, only

e
p
frames aligned with first states of HMM phones ar
resented to the first output layer, while frames aligned with

t
l
last states of HMM phones are presented to the third outpu
ayer and those aligned with second states of three-state

s
M
HMM phones are presented to the second output layer. Thi

LP can thus be viewed as a set of three MLPs,



t
corresponding to the three HMM state-positions, which have

- 3 -

he same input-to-hidden weights. Since the training
t

n
proceeds as if each output layer were part of an independen
et, the system learns discrimination between phonetic

s
n
classes (as represented within each output layer), but doe
ot learn discrimination between the different states of the

d
same phonetic class (because they are represented in
ifferent output layers). During the Viterbi recognition

g
o
search, the appropriate output layer is referenced dependin
n which HMM state-position is being visited. This tech-

-
d
nique has been combined with the approach to context
ependent modeling, described next.

E

E

4. CONTEXT DEPENDENC

xperience with HMM technology has shown that using
n

a
context-dependent phonetic models improves recognitio
ccuracy significantly [10]. This is because acoustic corre-

-
i
lates of coarticulatory effects are modeled explicitly, produc
ng sharper and less overlapping probability density func-

t
H
tions for the different phone classes. Context-dependen

MMs use different probability distributions for every
e

r
phone in every different relevant context. This practic
educes the amount of data available to train phones in

t
r
highly specific contexts, resulting in models that are no
obust. The solution to this problem used by many HMM

-
p
systems (including DECIPHER) is to use the deleted inter
olation algorithm to linearly smooth models trained at

t
b
different levels of context specificity. This approach canno
e directly extended to MLP-based systems because the

e
p
smoothing of MLP weights makes no sense. It would b
ossible to use this approach to average the probabilities

-
r
from different MLPs; however, since the MLP training algo
ithm is a discriminant procedure, it would be desirable to

-
t
use a discriminant procedure to smooth the MLP probabili
ies.

An earlier approach to context-dependent phonetic
.

I
modeling with MLPs was proposed by Bourlard et al. [11]
t is based on factoring the context-dependent likelihood and

t
c
uses a set of binary inputs to the network to specify contex
lasses. The number of parameters and the computational

t
load using this approach are not much greater than those for
he original context-independent net.

g
a

We have developed a context-dependent modelin
pproach that uses a different factoring of the desired

t
s
context-dependent likelihoods, a network architecture tha
hares the input-to-hidden layer among the context-

t
dependent classes to reduce the number of parameters, and a
raining procedure that smooths networks with different

i
degrees of context-dependence in order to achieve robustness
n probability estimates [12, 13].

Our initial implementation of context-dependent

c
MLPs models generalized biphone phonetic categories. We
hose a set of eight left and eight right generalized biphone

-
c
phonetic-context classes, based principally on place of arti
ulation and acoustic characteristics. The context-dependent

(
architecture is shown in Figure 1. A separate output layer
consisting of 69 output units corresponding to 69 context-

c
dependent phonetic classes) is trained for each context. The
ontext-dependent MLP can be viewed as a set of MLPs,

w
one for each context, which have the same input-to-hidden

eights. Separate sets of context-dependent output layers

p
are used to model context effects in different states of HMM
hone models, thereby combining the modeling of multiple

-phonetic distributions described in Section 3 with context

dependent modeling. During training and recognition, speech
-

a
frames aligned with first states of HMM phones are associ
ted with the appropriate left context output layer, those

t
aligned with last states of HMM phones are associated with
he appropriate right context output layer, and middle states

-
i
of three state models are associated with the context
ndependent output layer. As a result, since the training

n
i
proceeds (as before) as if each output layer were part of a
ndependent net, the system learns discrimination between

h
n
the different phonetic classes within an output layer (whic
ow corresponds to a specific context and HMM-state posi-

o
tion), but does not learn discrimination between occurrences
f the same phone in different contexts or between the

different states of the same HMM phone.

Figure 1: Context-dependent MLP.

I

4.1 Context-Dependent Factoring

n a context-dependent HMM, every state is associated with
i

r
a specific phone class and context. During the Viterb
ecognition search, (the probability of acousticP (Y e q ,c )t j k

kYt jq c )
i
vector given the phone class in the context class
s required for each state. We compute the required HMM

probabilities using

(2)
j t k t k

k
P t j k

j
(Y e q ,c ) =

P (q e c )

P (q e Y ,c )P (Y e c )hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

P (Y e c )t kwhere can be factored again as

)
k t t

(3
k

P t k(Y e c ) =
P (c )

P (c e Y )P (Y )hhhhhhhhhhhhh .

P (q e Y c )j t , kThe factor is the posterior probability of phone
.class given the input vector and the context classq Y ckj t

k
i
To compute this factor, we consider the conditioning on c
n Eq. (1) as restricting the set of input vectors only to those

tproduced in the context . If is the number of contexc Mk
M -

i
classes, this implementation uses a set of MLPs (all shar
ng the same input-to-hidden layer) similar to those used in

s
t
the context-independent case except that each MLP i
rained using only input-output examples obtained from the

corresponding context, .ck

Every context-specific net performs a simpler

w
classification than in the context-independent case because

ithin a context the acoustics corresponding to different
phones have less overlap.

is computed using a three-layer feed-P k t(c e Y )
forward MLP with an output unit corresponding to each con-

,
a
text class, the same 234 inputs as the MLP described above
nd 512 hidden units. and are estimated byP (q e c ) P (c )j k k



counting over the training examples. Finally, is com-
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P (Y )t
e

b
mon to all states for any given time frame, and can therefor
e discarded in the Viterbi computation, since it will not

s
change the optimal state sequence used to get the recognized
tring.

4.2 Context-Dependent Training and Smoothing

,
w
In order to achieve robust training of context-specific nets

e use the following method:

An initial context-independent MLP is trained, as
t

p
described in Section 2, to estimate the context-independen
osterior probabilities over the N phone classes. After the

s
a
context-independent training converges, the resulting weight
re used to initialize the weights going to the context-

b
specific output layers. Context-dependent training proceeds
y backpropagating error from only the appropriate output

c
layer for each training example. Otherwise, the training pro-
edure is similar to that for the context-independent net,

i
using stochastic gradient descent and a relative-entropy train-
ng criterion. Overall classification performance evaluated on

e
l
an independent cross-validation set is used to determine th
earning rate and stopping point. Only hidden-to-output

c
weights are adjusted during context-dependent training. We
an view the separate output layers as belonging to indepen-

f
t
dent nets, each one trained on a nonoverlapping subset o
he original training data.

Every context-specific net would asymptotically con-
verge to the context conditioned posteriors P (q e Y ,c )j t k

a
r
given enough training data and training iterations. As
esult of the initialization, the net starts estimating

nj , and from that point it follows a trajectory itP (q e Y )
weight space, incrementally moving away from the context-

o
independent parameters as long as classification performance
n the cross-validation set improves. As a result, the net

t
retains useful information from the context-independent ini-
ial conditions. In this way, we perform a type of nonlinear

a
smoothing between the pure context-independent parameters
nd the pure context-dependent parameters.

T

4.3 Recognition

he smoothed context-dependent posterior probabilities sup-

(
plied by the MLP have to be converted during recognition to
scaled) state-conditioned observation probabilities using the

-
e
normalization factors provided by Eqs. (1) and (2). How
ver, because these values are a result of smoothing

-
t
context-dependent and independent networks, the normaliza
ion factors should be a combination of those corresponding

e
u
to the context-dependent and context-independent cases. W
se the following interpolation for converting the smoothed

nposteriors to smoothed (scaled) observatioP (q e Y c )s
j t , k

k
s

t j , )p P (Y e q crobabilities :

kP s
t j k

s
j t(Y e q ,c ) = P (q e Y ,c ) .

L
J
I
α

P (q )
h 1hhhhh + (1 − α )

P (q e c )P (c )

P (c e Y )hhhhhhhhhhhhh
M
J
O

k t

k
j
k

j
j
k

j k
(4)

where

(5)
ci

d
α j

k

ci c
=

N ( j )+b [N ( j ,k )]

N ( j )hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh .

N ( j ) jci is the number of training examples for phone class
ffor the context-independent net. is the number oN ( j ,k )cd
e

c
training examples for the context-dependent net for phon
lass and for the context class . Constant is optimized

o
j k b

n a development set for minimum word-recognition error.

W

5.1 Methods

5. EVALUATION

e conducted training and recognition experiments compar-

(
ing the MLP/HMM hybrid to the pure HMM DECIPHER
TM) system using the speaker-independent, continuous-

-
b
speech, DARPA Resource Management database. The voca
ulary size is 998 words. Tests were run both with a word-

t
pair (perplexity 60) grammar and with no grammar. The
raining set for both the HMM and the MLP consisted of the

-
i
3990 sentences that make up the standard DARPA speaker
ndependent training set for the Resource Management task.

m
The 600 sentences which make up the Resource Manage-

ent test sets released in February and October of 1989
r

t
were used for cross-validation during MLP training and fo
uning the word transition weights of the HMM. None of the

(
tests described here use the gender-dependent DECIPHER
TM) system, which is described elsewhere [2].

T

5.2 Results

able 1 presents word recognition error and number of sys-
r

t
tem parameters for four different versions of the system, fo
hree different Resource Management test sets (February 91

r
g
and two sets released in September 92) using the word-pai
rammar. Table 2 presents word recognition error for the

-
e
corresponding tests with no grammar (the number of param
ters are the same as those shown in Table 1).

h
c

Comparing context-independent MLP (CI-MLP) wit
ontext-dependent MLP (CD-MLP) shows improvements

w
with CD-MLP in all six tests, with an average reduction in

ord error of 23%. The CD-MLP system combines the
-

t
multiple-distribution modeling technique described in Sec
ion 3 with the context-dependent modeling technique

s
w
described in Section 4. The CD-MLP system improve

ord recognition over the context-dependent HMM (CD-

t
HMM) in five out of the six cases, with roughly one-fourth
he number of parameters.

The MIXED system uses a weighted mixture of the
-

h
logs of state observation likelihoods provided by a 2,000
idden-unit version of the CI-MLP and the CD-HMM [9].

a
This system shows the best recognition performance so far
chieved with the DECIPHER (TM) system on the Resource

r
t
Management database. In all six tests, it performs bette
han the CD-HMM system.

The CI-MLP system performs worse than any of the
,

g
other (context-dependent) systems. This is not surprising
iven the simplicity of the system, using a single context-

-
M
independent output unit for each phonetic class. The CI

LP system has far fewer parameters than any of the other
-

p
systems. It is, in fact, interesting that such a relatively sim
le system performs as well as it does compared with far

more complex systems.



Table 1: Number of system parameters and percent word error
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for pure HMM and hybrid MLP/HMM with no grammar.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Feb 91 Sep 92a Sep 92b # Parametersiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
CI-MLP 24.7 31.5 30.9 300K iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
CD-MLP 18.4 27.1 24.9 1,400K iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
CD-HMM 19.3 29.2 26.6 5,500K iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
MIXED 15.9 25.4 21.5 6,100K i

c
c
c
c
c
cciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicc

c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

Table 2: Percent word error for pure HMM and hybrid
MLP/HMM with word-pair grammar.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Feb 91 Sep 92a Sep 92biiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

CI-MLP 5.8 10.9 9.5 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
CD-MLP 4.7 7.6 6.6 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
CD-HMM 3.8 10.1 7.0 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
MIXED 3.2 7.7 5.7 i

c
c
c
c
c
cciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicc

c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

cc
c
c
c
c
c

T

5.3 Discussion

he results shown in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that MLP esti-

p
mation of HMM observation likelihoods can improve the
erformance of standard HMMs. These results also suggest

m
that systems that use MLP-based probability estimation

ake more efficient use of their parameters than standard
s

i
HMM systems. In standard HMMs, most of the parameter
n the system are in the observation distributions associated

e
m
with the individual states. MLPs use representations that ar

ore distributed in nature, allowing more sharing of
-

t
representational resources and better allocation of representa
ional resources based on training. In addition, since MLPs

m
are trained to discriminate between classes, they focus on

odeling boundaries between classes rather than class inter-
-

c
nals. HMMs which model gender-based speech consisten
ies typically have twice the number of parameters of

D
gender-independent HMMs. For example, a version of the

ECIPHER (TM) system that models male and female
.

A
speech separately has more than 11 million parameters

brash et al. [2] and Konig et al. [3] discuss methods for
-

b
exploiting the distributed nature of MLPs to model gender
ased speech consistencies with only a relatively small

increase in the number of parameters.

The distributed representation used by MLPs is

d
exploited in the context-dependent modeling approach
escribed in Section 4 by sharing the input-to-hidden layer

-
t
weights between all context classes. This sharing substan
ially reduces the number of parameters to train and the

r
amount of computation required during both training and
ecognition. The context-dependent MLP has 17 times as

,
b
many output units (classes) as the context-independent MLP
ut has only a factor of 4.6 times as many parameters. In

-
i
addition, we do not adjust the input-to-hidden weights dur
ng the context-dependent phase of training, assuming that

r
the features provided by the hidden layer activations are
elatively low level and are appropriate for context-

p
dependent as well as context-independent modeling. This
rocedure substantially reduces context-dependent training

d
w
time. The large decrease in cross-validation error observe

hen going from context-independent to context-dependent

b
MLPs (30.6% to 21.4%) suggests that the features learned
y the hidden layer during the context-independent training

e
c
phase, combined with the extra modeling power of th
ontext-specific hidden-to-output layers, were adequate to

capture the more detailed context-specific phone classes.

One should keep in mind that the reduction in
-

t
memory needs that may be attained by replacing HMM dis
ributions with MLP-based estimates must be traded off

g
a
against increased computational load during both trainin
nd recognition. The MLP computations during training and

n
m
recognition are much larger than the corresponding Gaussia

ixture computations for HMM systems.

r
t

The performance of the CD-MLP system was bette
han that of the CD-HMM system in five out of six tests,

,
w
despite the fact that the CD-MLP is a far simpler system

ith approximately a factor of four fewer parameters and
.

T
modeling of only generalized biphone phonetic contexts

he CD-HMM system models a range of context-dependent
,

g
classes, including generalized biphone, specific biphone
eneralized and specific triphone, and word-specific phone.

o
The fact that context-dependent MLPs can perform as well
r better than context-dependent HMMs relying on far less

v
specific contexts suggests that MLPs may be more
ocabulary-independent. In the future, we will compare the

c
performance of the CD-MLP and CD-HMM systems on
ross-vocabulary tasks. We are currently exploring an alter-

-
d
native CD-MLP architecture which models context
ependent phonetic classes with many fewer parameters than

s
the current CD-MLP. We are also extending the CD-MLP
ystem to the modeling of more specific context classes,

with the hope of further improving recognition performance.

The best performance shown in Tables 1 and 2 is that

H
of the MIXED system, which combines CI-MLP and CD-

MM probabilities. The CD-MLP probabilities can also be
t

t
combined with CD-HMM probabilities; however, we expec
hat the planned extension of our CD-MLP system to finer

r
c
contexts will lead to a system that performs better than ou
urrent best system without the need for such mixing, there-

fore resulting in a simpler system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

h
i
MLP-based probability estimation can be useful for bot
mproving recognition accuracy and reducing memory needs

,
h
for HMM-based speech recognition systems. These benefits
owever, must be weighed against the increased computa-

tional requirements using MLPs, especially during training.

We have demonstrated a number of systems of

t
different sizes and complexities, and shown some of the
radeoffs between system size, complexity, and performance.

m
In the near future we intend to extend our system to the

odeling of finer phonetic contexts and to combine our
-

b
context-dependent MLPs with MLPs that model gender
ased speech consistencies.
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